Central City Breakers FC, Surrey Football Club, and Vancouver United Sports Club would like to proudly announce
the inauguration of our joint Metro/Select program. CCB, SFC, and VUSC are working together in club programming
to ensure that our pool of approximately 3000 players are being developed through the 7 stages of the CSA’s long
term player development pathway. CCB, SFC, and VUSC understand that we need a collective effort from all Newton
and regional clubs in order to develop players at all stages of the Long Term Player Development Pathway.
Our three clubs have decided that we would build our program under the already introduced neutral name, “Surrey
Selects” to provide opportunity for clubs to work together to develop players into the Metro/Select division, and
further into the BCSPL. Surrey Selects is looking forward to continuing the culture of player development, excellence,
and lifelong participation for our members from Micro to Adult programming. Surrey Selects is a community
program looking forward to creating a development pathway that exceeds the development goals of our members.
“Our Technical Directors have already been working closely together in our club programming from our grassroots
programs all the way into our metro programs that are currently running” comments Gary Purewal, CCB Director.
SFC Director, Sim Sumra explains the partnership, “It is a really good step in the right direction from our three clubs.
The player first mentality needs to come to the forefront of our clubs, and that means that our clubs will need to
work strongly together to provide the best environment for players to develop”.
Technical Directors, Peter Malakoane, Paul Bahia, and Gurvinder Mahil understand that Newton is a community rich
with passion, ability, and the willingness to pursue excellence in soccer, and we want to ensure that we continue the
development of players from our region into the appropriate levels to meet our players and families’ goals. As a
Technical team we will continue to develop players, coaches, and members in our clubs, and in turn develop these
members into Surrey Selects and further up the pathway.
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